
Ordering YOUR History Timeline is simple!

1. Identify a possible location in your school and email a photo to us.

Email a photo and measurements of the space to:
brianhowell@creativodesign.co.uk

2. We email back a FREE ‘artist’s impression’ of your timeline in place 
together with the cost and a detailed pdf of our generic KS2 history 
timeline for you to look at.

You can order the generic KS2 history timeline as it is, or you can 
customise, amend and add to it. Maybe including topics that feature 
in your history teaching plan or interesting stuff about your area or 
school... Just let us know what you would like!

Nearly done - please see next page!

email your photo
to Brian!...

We email back an artist’s 
impression like these



3. We agree the artwork with you, go to production and your timeline 
arrives within 7-10 days. Often even quicker!

It’s printed direct to 5mm rigid plastic, and depending on the size, 
arrives in sections. The panels are simply drilled and screwed to the wall 
by your caretaker or handyperson. Panels are durable and long lasting.

We invoice your school and that’s it!  Job done...

Our timelines are in schools all 
over England at sizes from 2m - 28m 
long. We adjust the artwork length 
and depth to suit the size of the 
space available. Everyone loves it! 

Hi Brian,
Thank you the proof looks really good, 
please go ahead to production.
Regards
Neil

 The time line has arrived and it is up!  
Thank you so much.
Mandy

Thank you very much. 
Our timeline looks lovely!
Sara

Hi Brian
I wanted to drop you a line to say how great 
the timeline wall panel looks. 
Kind regards
Tracey

Hi Brian
We love it - the children 
were so excited this morning 
on the way to assembly.
Thank you again.
Janet
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